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1 Introduction
A general string or M-theory background may carry non-vanishing vacuum expectation
values for some of its NS-NS or RR eld strengths, commonly known as background uxes
which are widely used in all modern attempts to relate string theory to low-energy phe-
nomenology [1]. Apart from the standard geometric settings, where one may also include
the possibility of non-vanishing torsion, the T- and U-dualities of closed string and M-
brane theories reveal the existence of exotic uxes that cannot be described in the context
of standard geometry. These are commonly known as non-geometric uxes; see [2] for a
recent review in the context of string theory with a complete list of references, and also [3]
for a review of some of the mathematical features in the setting of the present paper.
In the context of M-theory, the full set of uxes for its seven-dimensional compacti-
cations1 was determined in [4] using SL(5) exceptional eld theory [5], and studied further
also for dimensions up to seven in [6{10]. The latter is the M-theory analogue of double eld
theory [11{13], in that both theories are proposals for a duality-invariant formulation, be it
T-duality in the string theory case or U-duality in the M-theory case. This exceptional eld
1For clarity, the seven dimensions here refer to the external spacetime.
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theory is related by construction to a generalized geometry on the tangent bundle extended
by 2-forms [14, 15]. This bundle can be equipped with a bracket [16{20], the higher ana-
logue of the Courant bracket dened in [21] whose properties are collected in the structure
of a Courant algebroid [22]. In string theory, the Courant bracket was used to system-
atically determine the general expressions for the full set of geometric and non-geometric
uxes together with their Bianchi identities [23, 24]; indeed, one can subsequently show
that these expressions coincide with the local form of the axioms of a Courant algebroid.
On the other hand, the axioms of a Courant algebroid also coincide with the conditions
for gauge (or BRST) invariance and on-shell closure of the algebra of gauge transformations
for a rst-order action functional for Wess-Zumino terms in three dimensions, called the
Courant sigma-model [25{29]. This may be neatly phrased in the language of the BV eld-
antield formalism [30, 31], where the structure of a general gauge theory is encoded in the
master equation: the axioms of a Courant algebroid are equivalent to the classical master
equation of the Courant sigma-model. The Courant sigma-model falls in the general class
of topological sigma-models constructed geometrically in [32], called AKSZ sigma-models.
The utility of membrane sigma-models as a fundamental microscopic description of closed
strings in non-geometric ux backgrounds was originally suggested by [23], and further
elucidated in [33{36].
The upshot is that the general expressions for the uxes and Bianchi identities of a
generic string compactication are in direct correspondence to the axioms of a Courant
algebroid and to the generalized Wess-Zumino terms of Courant sigma-models. One may
then wonder whether this \triple point" also exists for M-theory compactications. The
main purpose of this paper is to investigate this problem for the SL(5) case of M-theory
ux compactications to seven dimensions.
Our approach comprises two steps. In a rst step, we consider the higher Courant
bracket on the extended bundle E2 = TM V2 T M and identify its possible twists, which
in the physical case where dimM = 4 turn out to be
Gijkl ; Fij
k ; Qi
jkl and Ri;jklm : (1.1)
These are the higher counterparts of the more familiar set of NS-NS uxes Hijk, Fij
k, Qi
jk
and Rijk encountered in string compactications. The rst two are associated to geometric
compactications of M-theory, while the last two are non-geometric uxes [37] sourced
by exotic branes [38]. In particular, the last entry is the higher analogue of the locally
non-geometric 3-vector R-ux, and presently it necessarily has the structure of a mixed-
symmetry 5-vector of type (1; 4), in accord with [4]. Using the higher Courant bracket
on E2 we determine the general expressions for the uxes (1.1) and their corresponding
Bianchi identities in terms of a vielbein, a 3-form and a 3-vector.
In a second step, we employ the construction of topological eld theories of AKSZ-type
in four worldvolume dimensions (an open threebrane), studied in [39, 40]. The classical
master equation for the corresponding threebrane sigma-model yields a set of conditions,
which are then used to dene the higher structure of a Lie algebroid up to homotopy [39]
| see also [41] for a somewhat more general construction. Such threebrane sigma-models
were already used in [44] to relate AKSZ theories of M2-branes in topological M-theory to
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exceptional generalized geometry and uxes. Here we show that by choosing the extended
bundle E2 in which the elds of the sigma-model take values, accompanied by a projection
to SL(5) tensors, the local coordinate expressions for the axioms of a specic Lie algebroid
up to homotopy on E2 reproduce the expressions for the M-theory uxes and their Bianchi
identities for compactications to seven dimensions. Therefore we conclude that the same
set of equations underlies the SL(5) M-theory uxes and their Bianchi identities, the gauge
structure of a topological sigma-model in four worldvolume dimensions, and the axioms of
a specic Lie algebroid up to homotopy.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briey recall the necessary
background material on the higher Courant bracket for extended bundles of the type
Ep = TM  Vp T M , and the construction of a generalized metric for the physically
relevant case p = 2 which accounts for SL(5) exceptional generalized geometry. In sec-
tion 3 we use the higher Courant bracket to determine the general expressions for the
uxes and their Bianchi identities, and explain how in the case dimM = 4 they indeed
yield the correct SL(5) tensor structures. In section 4, topological sigma-models on an
open threebrane are discussed, together with their relation to the structure of a Lie al-
gebroid up to homotopy; we further present some simple examples and their relation to
M-theory backgrounds. In section 5 the relation between the general M-theory uxes and
generalized Wess-Zumino terms of the topological sigma-models is established. Section 6
contains a rst step towards the generalization of our results to the extended geometry of
exceptional eld theory; here the dimensionality of the target space is extended from four
to ten and the general expressions for the SL(5) exceptional eld theory uxes up to the
section condition are determined, though we have not yet found the appropriate extension
of our threebrane sigma-model whose Wess-Zumino terms support the exceptional eld
theory uxes. Finally, section 7 contains our conclusions and an outlook toward some open
problems related to our work.
2 Higher Courant algebroids
2.1 Higher Courant brackets
We begin with a brief description of higher analogues of Courant algebroids (see for ex-
ample [16{20]), and their uses in dening a generalized metric associated to exceptional
group structures on their underlying vector bundle [14] which extends the corresponding
construction in generalized complex geometry [45, 46].
The starting point is a d-dimensional manifold M and a vector bundle Ep !M , which
is the extension of its tangent bundle by p-forms,
Ep = TM  Vp T M ; (2.1)
where p is a non-negative integer. For p = 1 this is simply the vector bundle corresponding
to a splitting of the exact sequence
0  ! T M 
>
   ! E1   ! TM  ! 0 (2.2)
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which gives rise to an exact Courant algebroid, where > : T M ! E1 denotes the trans-
pose of the anchor map . For any p  1, sections of the vector bundle Ep correspond to
a formal sum of vectors and p-forms,
 (Ep) 3 A = X +  with X 2  (TM) ;  2  (Vp T M) : (2.3)
The vector bundle Ep can be endowed with a non-degenerate symmetric ber pairing
h  ;  i : Ep  Ep  ! Vp 1 T M ; (2.4)
which is given in terms of a symmetrization of contractions between vectors and p-forms,
hX + ; Y + i = 12 (X + Y ) ; (2.5)
resulting in a (p 1)-form. In the special case p = 1, this is a map to C1(M) and it denes
a metric with split signature (d; d), which is invariant under the continuous T-duality group
O(d; d).
A binary operation on sections of Ep can also be dened, either in terms of a higher
Dorfman bracket, which we denote here as a circle product
(X + )  (Y + ) = [X;Y ] + LX   Y d ; (2.6)
or in terms of its antisymmetrization, a higher Courant bracket
[X + ; Y + ] = [X;Y ] + LX   LY    12 d(X   Y ) : (2.7)
Here LX denotes the Lie derivative along the vector eld X. For p = 1 these are precisely
the standard Dorfman and Courant brackets, and they are formally given in terms of the
same expressions for higher p.
We further dene a smooth bundle map  : Ep ! TM , which could be for instance
the projection to the tangent bundle, such that the quadruple (Ep; h  ;  i; [  ;  ]; ) satises
the following properties:
 Modied Jacobi identity:
[[A;B]; C] + cyclic(A;B;C) = dN (A;B;C) ; (2.8)
 Homomorphism property:
[A;B] = [(A); (B)] ; (2.9)
 Modied Leibniz rule:
[A; f B] = f [A;B] +
 
(A)f

B   df ^ hA;Bi ; (2.10)
 Compatibility condition:
L(C)hA;Bi = h[C;A] + dhC;Ai; Bi+ hA; [C;B] + dhC;Bii ; (2.11)
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where the Nijenhuis operator is dened by
N (A;B;C) = 1
3
h[A;B]; Ci+ cyclic(A;B;C) ; (2.12)
for any A;B;C 2  (Ep) and f 2 C1(M). The last condition, expressing the compatibility
between the pairing and the bracket, is somewhat modied as compared to the p = 1 case,
in the sense that a Lie derivative appears on the left-hand side. Evidently, this condition
reduces to the standard one for a Courant algebroid in the p = 1 case.
When the anchor map  is the projection to TM , the higher Courant bracket may be
twisted by a closed (p+ 2)-form H as
[X + ; Y + ]H = [X + ; Y + ] + XYH : (2.13)
The twist yields an additional p-form term in the bracket. In string theory, where the
relevant structure is p = 1, the twist is a closed 3-form; it is customarily identied with the
NS-NS ux whose de Rham cohomology class is the Severa class which classies the exact
Courant algebroids over M . In that case, one can also consider more general twists, usually
denoted as (H; f;Q;R) corresponding to a 3-form H, a vector-valued 2-form f , a bivector-
valued 1-form Q and a trivector R. The relevant bracket is then the Courant-Roytenberg
bracket and the underlying structure corresponds to a general Courant algebroid where
the anchor is not simply the projection to the tangent bundle, or equivalently to a proto-
bialgebroid [34, 47, 48]. However, for p > 1, the twisting is more restricted. For instance,
the analogue of a twisted Poisson structure (which would be a twisted Nambu-Poisson
structure) does not exist [20]. Nevertheless, one can directly infer from the entries of the
bracket what are the ve possible additional types of twists that could in principle be con-
sidered apart from a (p+2)-form: a vector-valued 2-form, a (p+1)-vector-valued 1-form, a
p-vector-valued (p+ 1)-form, a 2p-vector-valued p-form, and a (2p+ 1)-vector. The precise
structure of such twists will be explained in the ensuing sections.
For our purpose of investigating the ux content of M-theory for four-dimensional
compactication manifolds, giving rise to dimensional reductions to seven dimensions, the
relevant higher structure is simply the one with p = 2 which corresponds to extending
string charges for p = 1 to M2-brane charges [14]. We shall also nd it necessary to
formulate these higher Courant algebroids more generally later on by replacing the tangent
bundle TM and the cotangent bundle T M by a Lie algebroid E over M and its dual E.
In order to investigate cases with d > 4 the above setting is not sucient and additional
ingredients, in the form of extended bundles, are necessary to account for the charges of
higher-dimensional objects such as M5-branes and MKK6-monopoles [14]. Therefore, we
mostly focus on the special case of p = 2 and d = 4, although some of our results will be
valid for any compactication dimension d as we indicate.
2.2 SL(5) exceptional generalized geometry
Let us recall that in the more familiar p = 1 case, a generalized metric on E1 that combines
a Riemannian metric g and a 2-form B on TM may be dened [46]. One way to do this is to
start from the O(d; d)-structure that preserves the ber pairing of the Courant algebroid.
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The O(d; d) T-duality transformations split into three types. The rst corresponds to
smooth bundle automorphisms f : TM ! TM and their inverse transpose f > : T M !
T M , acting on a section of E1 = TM  T M as X +  7! f(X) + f >(), or in GL(d) 
O(d; d) matrix form
F
 
X

!
=
 
f 0
0 f >
! 
X

!
: (2.14)
The second set of transformations are the B-transforms acting as X+ 7! X++ XB, or
eB
 
X

!
=
 
1 0
B 1
! 
X

!
: (2.15)
The third type are the -transforms which act via a bivector  on T M as X +  7!
X +  + , or
e
 
X

!
=
 
1 
0 1
! 
X

!
: (2.16)
The geometric subgroup of these O(d; d)-transformations preserving the Courant bracket
is GL(d)n
2cl, the semi-direct product of dieomorphisms of M with closed 2-form trans-
formations which act as bundle automorphisms (2.15) preserving the pairing (2.5).
Then an O(d; d)-covariant generalized metric H1 may be parametrized in terms of g
and B as
H1 =
 
g  B g 1B  B g 1
g 1B g 1
!
; (2.17)
which is a B-transform of the induced Riemannian metric gg 1 on TMT M . This is not
the most general parametrization of H1, since O(d; d)-transformations generate fractional
linear transformations of g + B, while eld redenitions allow for instance an expression
of the generalized metric in terms of a metric ~g and a bivector  on T M [49]. The
generalized metric for p = 1 yields a reduction of the structure group O(d; d) of E1 to its
maximal compact subgroup O(d)O(d), and thus the moduli space of such reductions is
the d2-dimensional coset O(d; d)=O(d)O(d),
A similar prescription was followed in [14] to dene a generalized metric for p = 2 and
d = 4. In that case, the group of transformations acting on E2 = TM  V2 T M is the
U-duality group SL(5), and the geometric subgroup preserving the higher Courant bracket
is the semi-direct product of dieomorphisms of M with closed 3-form transformations

3cl. The action can be decomposed into four types, in a similar way as before. The 15-
dimensional SL(4) subgroup acts separately on vectors, in the representation 4, and on
2-forms, in the representation 6, which combine into the antisymmetric representation 10
of SL(5). A 3-form C 2  (V3 T M) acts as X +  7! X +  + XC (C-transform) and a
3-vector 
 2  (V3 TM) acts as X+  7! X+ + 
 (
-transform). Both the 3-form and
the 3-vector have four independent components in four dimensions. The matrix versions
of these transformations are very similar to those of the p = 1 case above, thus we do not
write them explicitly. Finally, a scaling transformation X +  7! 3X + 2  with  2 R
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guarantees closure of the group action. As before, a generalized metric H2 can then be
parametrized in terms of a metric g and a 3-form C on TM in the form [14]
H2 =
 
g + 12 C g
 1^g 1C  12 C g 1^g 1
 12 g 1^g 1C 12 g 1^g 1
!
: (2.18)
In the present case the structure group of E2 is SL(5), its maximal compact subgroup
is SO(5), and the moduli space of reductions by H2 is the corresponding 14-dimensional
coset SL(5)=SO(5).
3 SL(5) M-theory uxes
3.1 Fluxes from the higher Courant bracket
To determine the general form of the uxes in M-theory for 7 + 4 dimensions, where the
four internal dimensions are compactied, we follow a strategy similar to the one suggested
in [23] for non-geometric uxes in generalized geometry. Recall that in generalized geometry
the expressions for all the types of uxes may be found upon acting with the twist operator
eB e (which is an element of O(d; d)) on the local holonomic basis spanned by @i =
@
@xi
and dxi [24, 50]. This gives
@i
eB e   ! ei := @i +Bij dxj ; (3.1a)
dxi
eB e   ! ei := dxi + ij @j + ij Bjk dxk = dxi + ij ej : (3.1b)
Then, computing the untwisted Courant brackets of the new basis, one obtains
[ei; ej ] = Hijk e
k + Fij
k ek ; (3.2a)
[ei; e
j ] = Fik
j ek +Qi
jk ek ; (3.2b)
[ei; ej ] = Qk
ij ek +Rijk ek ; (3.2c)
and the uxes are identied with the generalized structure constants appearing on the
right-hand side. Their explicit expressions are
Hijk = 3 @[iBjk]; (3.3a)
Fij
k = klHlij ; (3.3b)
Qk
ij = @k
ij + il jmHlmk ; (3.3c)
Rijk = 3[il @l
jk] + il jm knHlmn ; (3.3d)
where underlined indices do not participate in the antisymmetrization. The corresponding
Bianchi identities may be obtained by using the Jacobi identity for this bracket [24].
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For later reference, let us recall that in a general non-holonomic basis the above ex-
pressions take the form
Habc = 3r[aBbc]; (3.4a)
Fab
c = fab
c + cdHabd ; (3.4b)
Qa
bc = @a
bc + bd fad
c   cd fadb + bd ceHade ; (3.4c)
Rabc = 3[adrdbc] + ad be cf Hdef ; (3.4d)
where ra is the covariant derivative with respect to a vielbein ea = eai @i, and its dual
ea = eai dx
i, acting as
raBbc = @aBbc    abdBdc    acdBbd ; (3.5)
and
fab
c = 2 ecj e[a
i @ieb]
j =: 2 [ab]
c (3.6)
is the purely geometric torsion ux, appearing for example in string compactications on
twisted tori [51].
Following the same prescription in the present case,2 we consider a local basis feIg; I =
1; : : : ; d (d+1)2 (I = 1; : : : ; 10) of sections of the vector bundle E2, which may be split in a
d+ d (d 1)2 (4 + 6) fashion as
feIg = fei; eijg ; i; j = 1; : : : ; d (i; j = 1; 2; 3; 4) ; (3.7)
with eij =  eji. Then we compute the untwisted higher Courant bracket
[eI ; eJ ] = TIJ
K eK ; (3.8)
and identify the corresponding M-theory uxes with the local structure constants TIJ
K .
Explicitly, the brackets are generally given as
[ei; ej ] = Gijkl e
kl + Fij
m em ; (3.9a)
[ei; e
jk] = eFilmjk elm +Qijkm em ; (3.9b)
[eij ; ekl] = eQmnij;kl emn +Rij;kl;n en : (3.9c)
Following the terminology of the string theory case, we refer to G, F and eF as geometric
uxes and to Q, eQ and R as non-geometric uxes. Compared to the string theory case
there is a proliferation in that F and Q do not repeat in two dierent brackets, but rather
two apparently new uxes appear, eF and eQ. We shall determine their relation to the
uxes F and Q below, where we will see that they are not independent. There is further
a proliferation in the index structure; for instance, the previously trivector ux R now
2Everything that follows holds for an arbitrary dimensionality d of M , as indicated; however, the phys-
ically relevant case is only the one with d = 4, specied in parentheses. For higher d, the physical case
requires a dierent extension of the tangent bundle, as already mentioned.
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becomes a (mixed-symmetry) tensor with ve indices (a 5-vector, but not fully antisym-
metric | a completely antisymmetric tensor would anyway vanish in four dimensions) and
index structure (2; 2; 1). Recalling that previous studies of M-theory uxes have revealed
a mixed-symmetry 5-vector of type (1; 4) [4, 6{10], it is natural to ask what is the relation
between the two. We shall return to this point after computing the explicit expressions for
these uxes.
As in the string theory case, we begin with the coordinate basis of sections of E2 =
TM  V2 T M , spanned by @i and 12 dxi ^ dxj , and twist them by SL(5) transformations
corresponding to the action of a 3-form C = 16 Cijk dx
i ^ dxj ^ dxk and a 3-vector 
 =
1
6 

ijk @i ^ @j ^ @k to get
@i
eC e
   ! ei := @i + 1
2
Cijk dx
j ^ dxk ; (3.10a)
1
2
dxi ^ dxj eC e
   ! eij := 1
2
dxi ^ dxj + 1
2

ijk ek : (3.10b)
We now compute the untwisted higher Courant brackets of the new basis fei; eijg and
comparing with (3.9a){(3.9c) we formally obtain
Gijkl = 4 @[iCjkl] ; (3.11a)
Fij
m =  1
2
Gijkl

klm ; (3.11b)
eFilmjk = 1
2
Gilmn

njk ; (3.11c)
Qi
jkm =
1
2
 
@i

jkm   1
2

jknGinps

psm

; (3.11d)
eQmnij;kl =  1
4
 
l[m @n]

ijk   k[m @n]
ijl   j[m @n]
ikl + i[m @n]
jkl
+
ijpGpp0nm

p0kl ; (3.11e)
Rij;kl;n =
1
2
@^i[j
kln]   1
2
@^j[i
kln]   1
2
@^k[l
ijn] +
1
2
@^l[k
ijn]
  1
8

ijm
klp
rsnGmprs ; (3.11f)
where we dened @^ij := 
ijk @k. These expressions were derived without using the restric-
tion d = 4. One may directly observe that the uxes eF and eQ are not independent from
F and Q, as there are the trace relations
eFijllk = Fijk ; (3.12)
eQimjk;lm = d
4
Qi
jkl +
d  4
16

jkpGipqr 

qrl   1
4

[j
i @n

k]ln +
1
8
li @n

jkn : (3.13)
For general d, the ux Qi
jkl is not completely antisymmetric in its three vector indices.
Let us now specialize to the four-dimensional case. First, it is then inevitable that only
the contracted parts of eF and eQ play a role, since they both have more than four indices
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in total. Specically, the expression (3.13) for eQ results in3
eQimjk;lm = Qijkl   1
2

[j
i Qn
k]ln +
1
4
liQn
jkn : (3.14)
Second, in four dimensions, the ux Qi
jkl is necessarily completely antisymmetric in its
three vector indices, in agreement with expectations. Another important observation is
that the last term in (3.11f) is identically zero in four dimensions for any antisymmetric
3-vector 
. Thus it is useful to dene the (1; 4) mixed-symmetry combination
Ri;jklm = 1
2
@^i[j
klm] ; (3.15)
which allows us to write the R-ux obtained by the higher Courant bracket in terms of the
R-ux as
Rij;kl;n = Ri;jkln  Rj;ikln  Rk;lijn +Rl;kijn : (3.16)
Thus unlike the string theory case where all indices of the trivector R-ux participate in
the antisymmetrization, here the right-hand side contains terms with derivatives of the
trivector 
 where one index is outside the antisymmetrization. Studying all possibilities
for index assignments, it turns out that in all cases we necessarily end up with only one
term4 and the R-ux is a (1; 4) mixed-symmetry tensor, in agreement with expectations.
We discuss this point further in the extended case of section 6, where we shall compare
with previous results in the literature. For the time being, we can already conclude that
by studying the higher Courant bracket, the types of geometric and non-geometric uxes
which arise in the four-dimensional case are
Gijkl ; Fij
k ; Qi
jkl and Ri;jklm : (3.17)
Finally, the expressions above are written in the holonomic frame. The corresponding
expressions in a non-holonomic frame may be obtained similarly, by considering a vielbein
ea and e
ab = 12 e
a^eb. We present them only for the relevant uxes in the four-dimensional
case, which are
Gabcd = 4r[aCbcd] ; (3.18a)
Fab
c = fab
c   1
2
Gabde

dec ; (3.18b)
Qa
bcd =
1
2

@a

bcd + 3
e[bc fae
d]   1
2

def [ba fef
c]   1
2

e[bcGaefg 

d]fg

; (3.18c)
Rab;cd;e =
1
2
bra[b
cde]   1
2
brb[a
cde]   1
2
brc[d
abe] + 1
2
brd[c
abe] ; (3.18d)
3Note that the trace of the second term in eQ, namely 
jkpGpqrs
qrs, vanishes in four dimensions.
4The argument works as follows. Fix i = i0 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g. If i0 = j then obviously the R-ux vanishes;
if i0 = k, then R
ij;kl;n = @^i0[j
i0ln], and similarly if i0 = l; if i0 = n then R
ij;kl;n = 1
2
@^i0[j
kli0]. If
i0 6= j; k; l; n, then x j = j0 and repeat the argument.
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where brab = 
abcrc, and we used the denitions and facts explained before. Once more,
one should keep in mind that the R-ux eectively contains only one term.5
3.2 Bianchi identities
Bianchi identities for the above uxes can be obtained upon calculating the Jacobiator for
the higher Courant bracket using the basic property
[[A;B]; C] + cyclic(A;B;C) =
1
3
d
 h[A;B]; Ci+ cyclic(A;B;C) : (3.19)
To calculate the Jacobiator it is useful to write down the pairing hA;Bi for the basis
elements (3.10a) and (3.10b), which reads as
hei; eji = 0 ; (3.20a)
hei; ejmi = 1
2

[j
i dx
m] ; (3.20b)
heij ; emni = 1
2

[ijm 
n]
l dx
l : (3.20c)
Using these expressions, the modied Jacobi identity containing only the basis elements ei,
[[ei; ej ]; em] + cyclic(i; j;m)  1
3
d
 h[ei; ej ]; emi+ cyclic(i; j;m) = 0 ; (3.21)
gives directly the Bianchi identities
@[mGijkl] =  
3
5
Gnp[ij eFm]klnp   35 F[ijnGm]nkl ; (3.22a)
@[mFij]
l   1
3
@^lkGijmk =  Gnk[ij Qm]nkl   F[ijk Fm]kl : (3.22b)
As in section 3.1, these formulas hold in any dimension d. However, for the physically
interesting case d = 4, the rst identity becomes algebraic, since the left-hand side is
identically zero (ve antisymmetrized indices in four dimensions), and taking into account
the trace relation (3.12) between eF and F , the result is
Gn[lij Fmk]
n = 0 : (3.23)
The rest of the Jacobi identities, involving dierent combinations of the basis elements ei
and eij , give six additional Bianchi identities for all uxes which read as
3 @[i eFjp]rmn   [n[r @p]Fijm] + 12 @^mnGijpr +
ks[m n][p @r]Gijks
= Gijkl eQprkl;mn + Fijk eFkprmn + 2 eFkl[imn eFj]prkl + 2Q[imnkGj]kpr ; (3.24a)
5Upon dimensional reduction over the M-theory circle, the four-dimensional uxes (3.18a){(3.18d) reduce
to the NS-NS uxes (3.4a){(3.4d) in three dimensions. In higher dimensions this is not generally true, as
the G-ux can reduce to either the NS-NS H-ux or the 4-form RR ux depending on whether or not the
4-form G has a leg along the M-theory circle.
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2 @[iQj]
mnp +
1
2
@^mnFij
p   1
2
@^p[nFij
m]   1
2
@^lp eFijlmn + 1
2

kl[m @^n]pGijkl
= GijklR
kl;mn;p + 3F[ij
kQk]
mnp + 2 eFkl[imnQj]klp ; (3.24b)
3 @[i eQst]jk;mn   @^jk eFistmn   (fjkg ! fmng)
= 2 eFiprjk eQstpr;mn   eFistpr eQprjk;mn + 2Qijkp eFpstmn +Rjk;mn;pGpist
  (fjkg ! fmng) ; (3.24c)
@iR
jk;mn;s   @^jkQimns   @^ps eQipjk;mn   (fjkg ! fmng)
= 2 eFiprjk Rpr;mn;s + FpisRjk;mn;p + 2QijkpQpmns   eQprjk;mnQiprs
  (fjkg ! fmng) ; (3.24d)
@[tR
ij;kl;[m 
n]
s] +
3
4
@^mn eQstij;kl +
[prm n][s @t] eQprij;kl + cyclic(ij; kl;mn)
= Rij;kl;p eFpstmn + eQprij;kl eQstpr;mn + eQprij;kl [n[s Qt]prm] + 14 
praGt]abc
m]bc

+ cyclic(ij; kl;mn) ; (3.24e)
@^mnRij;kl;q +
2
3
@^pqRij;kl;[m n]p +
2
3

[prm @^n]q eQprij;kl + cyclic(ij; kl;mn)
= 2Rij;kl;pQp
mnq + 2 eQprij;klRpr;mn;q
+
2
3
eQprij;kl
dq[nQdprm] + 1
4

praGdabc

m]bc

+ cyclic(ij; kl;mn) : (3.24f)
Again these expressions are given in the holonomic frame. The Bianchi identities in a
non-holonomic frame may be found in the same way.
4 Threebrane sigma-models and homotopy algebroids
4.1 Overview
Let us begin with an explanation of which precise question we aim at answering in the
following. To this end let us go back to the string theory case, and the expressions for
uxes and Bianchi identities there. As already mentioned, they may be determined with
the same approach as the one we used in section 3 for M-theory. The essential point we
would like to recall is as follows. First we note that the uxes and Bianchi identities in the
holonomic frame for generalized geometry may be written in the compact form
iI @i
j
J   iJ @ijI   KL jK TLIJ = 0 ; (4.1)
4 i[L @iTIJK] + 3 
MN TM [IJ TKL]N = 0 ; (4.2)
where indices i; j; : : : run over 1; : : : ; d while I; J; : : : run through 1; : : : ; 2d. Here iI =
(ij ; 
ij), IJ is the O(d; d)-invariant metric, and the 3-form TIJK corresponds to the four
uxes Hijk, Fij
k, Qi
jk and Rijk depending on the index position. We supplement these
equations with a third one,
IJ iI 
j
J = 0 ; (4.3)
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which is identically satised as long as (ij) = 0, namely ij are components of an an-
tisymmetric 2-vector (not necessarily a Poisson bivector). These three equations may be
interpreted in three dierent but related ways:
 As the uxes and Bianchi identities in the NS-NS sector of general string theory
compactications.
 As the local form of the axioms of a Courant algebroid on E1 [40].
 As the conditions arising from the classical master equation in the BV-BRST quan-
tization of generalized Wess-Zumino terms, or equivalently as the conditions for
gauge invariance and on-shell closure of gauge transformations for the Courant sigma-
model [25].
Read dierently, the above statements say the following: given a Courant algebroid, one can
uniquely write down a membrane sigma-model which gives the BV-BRST action for Wess-
Zumino terms which appear as uxes in string theory compactications. This statement is
based on [25{29]. In particular, in [29] the precise relation with topological sigma-models
of AKSZ-type [32] is demonstrated.
Moving one worldvolume dimension higher, from the closed string to the closed M2-
brane, we have already found the expressions for the uxes and their Bianchi identities in
section 3. This allows us to pose the following question: given a higher analogue of an
exact Courant algebroid, can one write down uniquely a threebrane sigma-model which
gives the BV-BRST action for generalized Wess-Zumino terms that appear as uxes in
M-theory compactications?
In other words, we would like to have a set of expressions much like (4.1){(4.3), which
can be interpreted again in three dierent ways: as M-theory uxes and Bianchi identi-
ties, as the local form of the properties of the higher Courant bracket, and as conditions
that guarantee the classical master equation for some topological threebrane sigma-model
(or, equivalently, its gauge invariance and on-shell closure of gauge transformations). We
address this question in section 5 below. In the present section we rst discuss the con-
struction of threebrane sigma-models as the higher analogue of Courant sigma-models.
4.2 Topological threebrane sigma-models
The threebrane sigma-model that corresponds to the topological AKSZ theory for open
threebranes, or in other words the BV-BRST action for a 4-form Wess-Zumino term, was
contructed explicitly in [39]. We shall not review the full construction here,6 but instead
we consider just the zero-ghost topological action for the AKSZ topological sigma-model in
6Along the usual lines of the BV-BRST formalism this consists in considering the BRST symmetry by
replacing gauge parameters by ghosts, higher gauge parameters by ghosts-for-ghosts, and introducing the
corresponding antields required of the BV formalism. In the full space of elds, ghosts and antields, an
antibracket is dened and a BV-BRST action in constructed in terms of superelds on a graded manifold,
which is required to satisfy the classical master equation imposing BRST-invariance.
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four dimensions, which will be enough to make our main point. Its general form reads as
S[X;;A; F ] =
Z
4

Fi ^ dXi   I ^ dAI + iI(X)Fi ^AI + 1
2
SIJ(X)I ^ J (4.4)
+
1
2
T IJK(X)I ^AJ ^AK + 1
4!
GIJKL(X)A
I ^AJ ^AK ^AL

:
Let us spell out the ingredients in this sigma-model action. We have a theory of maps from
a threebrane worldvolume 4 to a d-dimensional target space M (we shall mostly consider
d = 4 later, but the discussion here holds for any d),
X = (Xi) : 4  !M with i = 1; : : : ; d ; (4.5)
and F 2 
3(4; XT M) is an auxiliary worldvolume 3-form taking values in the pullback
of the cotangent bundle of M by the map X. In addition, there is a worldvolume 1-form
A 2 
1(4; XE) and a worldvolume 2-form  2 
2(4; XE). They take values in the
pullback of a vector bundle E ! M and its dual E ! M respectively. For example this
could be the tangent bundle, but not necessarily so (see below). Here I is a bundle index
when a basis of local sections feIg of E is chosen, with corresponding dual basis feIg for
E, while iI are the components of an anchor map  : E ! TM , and SIJ is symmetric
in its two bundle indices, which denes a symmetric bilinear pairing on sections of E
(possibly degenerate). Finally, T IJK are structure constants of an antisymmetric bracket
on sections of E and GIJKL is a generalized 4-form on E. The quantities S, T and G are
all functions of X(), where  are the local coordinates of the threebrane worldvolume,
and they will be understood as generalized Wess-Zumino couplings in the present setting.
There is a hierarchy of structures and elds exhibited in the following table:
dim  AKSZ -model 0-forms 1-forms 2-forms 3-forms
2 Poisson Xi Fi 2  (XT M) | |
3 Courant Xi AI 2  (XE) Fi 2  (XT M) |
4 Threebrane Xi AI 2  (XE) I 2  (XE) Fi 2  (XT M)
Specically, the AKSZ theory in two dimensions corresponds to the BV-BRST action for
the Poisson sigma-model (the rst order formulation of the topological bosonic string B-
eld amplitude), in three dimensions to the Courant sigma-model and in four dimensions
to the threebrane sigma-model that we discuss here. This is of course part of a semi-innite
staircase of (higher) geometric structures and topological sigma-models. More details may
be found for example in the review [40].
The action (4.4) comes with a host of conditions stemming from the classical master
equation | or, equivalently, from gauge invariance. Recall that in the two-dimensional
case these conditions are equivalent to the vanishing of the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket for
a bivector eld, which is the condition for a Poisson structure on M or the Lie algebroid
axioms for the cotangent bundle T M equipped with the Koszul-Schouten bracket, while
in the three-dimensional case they are equivalent to the axioms of a Courant algebroid.
In the four-dimensional case the conditions found in [39, 41] dene a higher algebroid
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structure, called a Lie algebroid up to homotopy in [39] or more generally an H-twisted Lie
algebroid in [41] (see also refs. [42, 43]). Instead of providing the geometric axioms dening
such a structure, we nd it more illuminating at this stage to reside on the equivalent local
coordinate conditions imposed by the classical master equation; the two approaches anyway
reect the same structure. The action (4.4) is invariant under the gauge transformations
parametrized by scalar, 1-form and 2-form gauge parameters ,  and t:
X i =  iI I ; (4.6a)
AI = dI + SIJ J   T IJK AJ K ; (4.6b)
I = dI + 
i
I ti + T
J
IK J ^AK + T J IK J K + 1
2
GIJKL 
J AK ^AL ; (4.6c)
Fi =  dti + @ijI
 
I Fj + tj ^AI
  @iT JLI I J ^AL
  1
6
@iGIJKL 
I AJ ^AK ^AL + 1
2
@iT
I
JK I ^AJ ^AK + @iSIJ I ^ J ; (4.6d)
provided the following conditions are met:
iI S
IJ = 0 ; (4.7a)
iI @iS
JK + SLJ TKIL + S
LK T JIL = 0 ; (4.7b)
iI @i
j
J   iJ @ijI   jK TKIJ = 0 ; (4.7c)
3 i[I @iT
J
KL] + S
JM GKLIM   3T JM [K TMLI] = 0 ; (4.7d)
i[I @iGJKLM ] + T
N
[IJ GKLM ]N = 0 : (4.7e)
Therefore, given a set of structure functions that solve these conditions, the corresponding
topological threebrane sigma-model is uniquely determined. One can then reconstruct the
anchor, bracket and 4-form on the vector bundle E, as well as the pairing on its dual E,
as derived brackets [39].
These relations dene a homotopy deformation of a Lie algebroid on E: setting S =
G = 0 reduces the conditions (4.7a){(4.7e) to the usual axioms of a Lie algebroid, with
the remaining non-trivial identities (4.7c) and (4.7d) corresponding to the homomorphism
property, Leibniz rule and Jacobi identity for the anchor map and bracket on E. Generally,
the bracket [  ;  ] on E extends to give a higher analog of the (twisted) Courant bracket
on sections of E V2E, which can again be computed as a derived bracket and for S = 0
is given by [39]
[s1 + 1; s2 + 2]G = [s1; s2] + Ls12   Ls21  
1
2
dE(s12   s21) + s1s2G ; (4.8)
where s1; s2 2  (E) and 1; 2 2  (V2E). Here Lsi = dE si + si dE and dE :  (VpE)!
 (
Vp+1E) is the usual Lie algebroid dierential dened by
(dE !)I0I1Ip = 
i
[I0 @i !I1Ip] + T
J
[I0I1 !I2Ip 1]J (4.9)
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for ! = 1p! !I1Ip e
I1 ^    ^ eIp . Then (4.7d) (with S = 0) is the nilpotency condition
d2E = 0, while (4.7e) is just the closure condition dEG = 0 which states that the twisting
4-form G represents a class in the degree 4 Lie algebroid cohomology of M ; this classies
the Lie algebroids up to homotopy over M with S = 0 [39].
The relation of the threebrane sigma-model to the higher Courant bracket may also
be established as follows. First recall that the generalized Wess-Zumino term for Courant
sigma-models isZ
3
1
3!
X(TIJK)AI ^AJ ^AK =
Z
3
1
3
X
 heI ; [eJ ; eK ]iAI ^AJ ^AK ; (4.10)
where the components TIJK are directly related to the twisted Courant-Roytenberg bracket
in a local basis feIg of E1 = TMT M as TIJK = 2 heI ; [eJ ; eK ]i [29].7 In a similar fashion,
the last two terms in the action (4.4) may be written as
1
2
T IJK(X)I ^AJ ^AK = X
 heI ; [eJ ; eK ]iI ^AJ ^AK ; (4.11a)
1
4
GIJKL(X)A
I ^AJ ^AK ^AL = X heI ; heJ ; [eK ; eL]iiAI ^AJ ^AK ^AL ; (4.11b)
where as before feIg and feIg are local bases of sections of E and E respectively, the
bracket is the higher Courant bracket on E  V2E and the bilinear form corresponds to
symmetric contraction as in (2.5):8
hs1 + 1; s2 + 2i = 1
2
(s12 + s21) : (4.12)
Thus the higher geometric operations introduced above and in section 2.1 directly dictate
the generalized Wess-Zumino terms in the threebrane sigma-model. This will be further
exemplied in a number of examples below.
Therefore, the question we posed in section 4.1 may be rephrased as follows: what
is the relation of the conditions (4.7a){(4.7e) to the uxes and Bianchi identities that we
found in section 3? Before we delve into the answer, we rst discuss some (known and
new) characteristic examples for this structure.
4.3 Examples
Homotopy tangent algebroids. The simplest possibility is to choose E = TM with the
usual Lie bracket of vector elds. Then the bundle index I is identied with the coordinate
index i, in a local basis feig of the tangent bundle. The worldvolume 1-form Ai = Ai d
7We indicated explicitly the pullback by X here, in order to avoid confusion, in contrast to the customary
short-hand notation 1
3
hA; [A;A]i for the integrand in (4.10) used e.g. in [36]; the latter notation should be
treated with caution, since the elds A live in the pullback bundle XE1, which unlike E1 itself is not
endowed naturally with a Courant algebroid structure. Thus the notation [A;A] can be misleading, since
no such bracket is dened on XE1, and we refrain from using it here.
8In (4.11b) the two bilinear forms are in principle dierent: the rst (\inner") bilinear form is dened
on E V2E, while the second (\outer") bilinear form is the canonical pairing between the vector bundle
E and its dual E. Since in both cases the corresponding contractions are understood from the context, we
refrain from establishing a separate notation for these two operations.
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is valued in the pullback of the tangent bundle XTM over 4 and the worldvolume 2-form
i =
1
2 i  d
 ^ d is valued in the pullback of the cotangent bundle XT M .
We begin with an analysis of the conditions (4.7a){(4.7e) that dene a Lie algebroid
up to homotopy. The condition (4.7a) reads as
ik S
kj = 0 : (4.13)
If the pairing Sij is non-degenerate, this implies ij = 0. This is a legitimate option,
especially in the case that the base manifold M is a point and the algebroid structure is
reduced to an algebra. Such cases were examined in [39]. For our purposes, it is more
interesting to consider instead the case that the anchor is non-degenerate, in which case
one concludes that
Sij = 0 : (4.14)
Then (4.7a) and also (4.7b) are satised automatically. Since  is non-degenerate, with
inverse i
j , the condition (4.7c) requires that
T ijk = 2 l
i m[j @m 
l
k] : (4.15)
Finally, the relations (4.7d) and (4.7e) resemble Bianchi identities and they explicitly
read as
l[i @lT
j
mn]   T j l[m T lni] = 0 ; (4.16a)
n[i @nGjklm] + T
n
[ij Gklm]n = 0 : (4.16b)
We distinguish two particularly interesting cases below.
G-ux. Choose the anchor to be the projection to the tangent bundle, namely  =
id, or more explicitly ij = 
i
j . Then (4.7c) implies immediately that T
i
jk = 0, which
automatically satises (4.7d); in this case the derived bracket (4.8) reproduces (for G = 0)
the higher Courant bracket on E2 = TMV2 T M from (2.7). Finally (4.7e) is the Bianchi
identity which simply states that the 4-form G is closed,
@[iGjklm] = 0 ; (4.17)
or dG = 0, implying that G denes a class in the degree 4 de Rham cohomology of M .
The corresponding threebrane sigma-model becomes
S[X;;A; F ] =
Z
4

Fi ^ (dXi +Ai)  i ^ dAi
+
1
4!
Gijkl(X)A
i ^Aj ^Ak ^Al

: (4.18)
In accord with the discussion at the end of section 4.2, the Wess-Zumino term is associated
to the higher Courant bracket on E2 = TM  V2 T M by means of the relation
1
4
Gijkl(X) = X
 hei; hej ; [ek; el]ii ; (4.19)
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where the bracket and the bilinear form are given by (3.9a) and (3.20b) respectively. It is
useful to add a boundary term
S@ [X;A] =
I
@4
1
2
gij(X)A
i ^ Aj ; (4.20)
where the Hodge duality operation  is in three dimensions, sending 1-forms to 2-forms. A
topological boundary term of the form
S@;top[X;A; ] =
I
@4
hij(X)i ^Aj (4.21)
is also possible, as well as boundary terms of type  ^  and A ^ A ^ A, however we do
not include them in this example. The eld equation for the auxiliary 3-form Fi gives
Ai =  dXi ; (4.22)
which with G = dC leads locally to the M2-brane action
S@ [X] =
I
@4

1
2
gij dX
i ^  dXj + 1
3!
Cijk dX
i ^ dXj ^ dXk

: (4.23)
This is recognized as the action for a closed M2-brane coupled to a 3-form C-eld, whose
eld strength is the 4-form G-ux. This example, without the metric term, was considered
in [39], and recently in more detail in [44] where the double dimensional reduction of the
Wess-Zumino term for wrapped threebranes along the M-theory circle is shown to reproduce
the standard Wess-Zumino membrane coupling to an NS-NS H-ux.
M-theory on twisted tori. Motivated by Scherk-Schwarz reductions of M-theory on
twisted tori, studied in detail in [37], we can choose ij to be equal to the components
of a globally dened coframe Eij(X) for a twisted torus.
9 The simplest example, but
by no means the only one, is to take a twisted 4-torus which is a trivial circle bundle
over the three-dimensional Heisenberg nilmanifold, see for example [4, 6{10]. Then T ijk
is simply given by (4.15) and it is constant, corresponding to the structure constants of
the associated nilpotent Lie algebra. Due to the Jacobi identity, the condition (4.7d) is
identically satised. One may further choose G = 0, in which case (4.7e) is also an identity
and all conditions are solved.
The sigma-model is
S[X;;A; F ] =
Z
4

Fi ^ (dXi + Eij Aj)  i ^ dAi + 1
2
T ijk i ^Aj ^Ak

; (4.24)
where the last term corresponds to
1
2
T ijk = X
 hei; [ej ; ek]i ; (4.25)
9As explained in e.g. [36], one has to choose an isomorphism E : TN ! TM between the tangent bundles
of M and the twisted torus N with corresponding components Emi, whose inverse E
 1 : TM ! TN has
components Em
i, and identify the anchor with those. We present a short-cut version of this construction
here, hoping that no confusion is caused.
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and we add the same boundary term as before. The equation of motion for Fi yields
Ai =  Ei =  Ej i dXj with dEi =  1
2
T ijk E
j ^ Ek ; (4.26)
where we used the Maurer-Cartan equations. Inserting this in the action, the bulk terms
cancel completely and the boundary term becomes
S@ [X] =
I
@4
1
2
gij E
i ^ Ej ; (4.27)
which is the correct M2-brane action for an M-theory background with purely geometric
torsion ux T ijk.
One may already consider a more general situation, by allowing a non-vanishing con-
stant 4-formG. Then one would simply obtain the same model decorated with an additional
G-ux, subject to the algebraic identity
Tn[ij Gklm]n = 0 ; (4.28)
due to (4.7e). This is a special case of the algebraic Bianchi identity (3.23), and it is
welcoming to see that the very same condition was considered in the context of Scherk-
Schwarz reductions with both uxes turned on, see [37, eq. (2.5)], where it ensures that the
ux G = 14! Gijkl E
i ^ Ej ^ Ek ^ El is closed. In the present context this identity is imposed
by the gauge invariance of the threebrane sigma-model via the classical master equation,
and it ensures closure of the Wess-Zumino term X(G).
Homotopy cotangent algebroids. An option that has not been explored so far is the
choice of vector bundle E = T M . As we shall see, this is the analogue of the R-ux with
Poisson structure in the case of (contravariant) Courant algebroids [52], which leads to a
geometric R-ux. The dierence is that in the Courant algebroid, the analogues of the
elds  and A are treated symmetrically because they are both degree 1 elds. Here this
\symmetry" breaks down.
We choose a local coframe feig for the cotangent bundle, with dual local frame feig of
the tangent bundle. According to the explanations of section 4.2, the worldvolume 1-form
A = Ai e
i with Ai = Ai  d
 is now valued in XT M , while the worldvolume 2-form
 = i ei with 
i = 12 
i
 d
 ^ d is valued in XTM . In the case of exact Courant
algebroids, where E = E1 = TM  T M , taking instead the dual E1 = T M  TM does
not lead to any dierence but a renaming of the elds; however, this is not the case here,
since the elds have dierent degrees.
Let us proceed with the analysis of the conditions for a Lie algebroid up to homotopy.
First, the anchor components iI now become 
ij and they correspond to a bivector. The
condition (4.7a) becomes
ij Sjk = 0 ; (4.29)
which implies Sij = 0 if as before we assume that the anchor is a non-degenerate map.
Once more, the condition (4.7b) is then automatically satised. On the other hand, the
relation (4.7c) becomes
li @l
jk   lk @lji   jl Tlik = 0 : (4.30)
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This is solved by identifying ij =  ij with the components of a Poisson bivector ,
satisfying [;]SN = 0 with respect to the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket on multivector
elds, and
Ti
jk =  Qijk :=   @ijk : (4.31)
This Q-ux satises the Bianchi identity (4.7d),
 l[i @lQj
km] = Qj
l[kQl
mi] : (4.32)
If we allow a non-vanishing generalized 4-form G, which in the present case is a tetravector,
it has to satisfy the Bianchi identity (4.7e) which reads as
 l[i @lG
jkmn] +Ql
[ij Gkmn]l = 0 ; (4.33)
which may be written in the suggestive form
dG := [;G]SN = 0 : (4.34)
This is reminiscent of the Bianchi identity [;R]SN = 0 in the case of the Poisson Courant
algebroid. In this case the higher Courant bracket (4.8) on E2 = T M 
V2 TM is written
using the Lichnerowicz dierential dE = d = [;  ]SN dened on multivector elds,
together with the Koszul-Schouten bracket on E = T M which for 1-forms 1; 2 2  (T M)
reads as
[1; 2] = L1 2   L2 1   d 12 : (4.35)
Then the twisting 4-vector G denes a class in the degree 4 Poisson cohomology of M .
Now that we have satised all the conditions for a Lie algebroid up to homotopy, we
are all set to write down the threebrane sigma-model for the above data. It is given by
the action
S[X;;A; F ] =
Z
4

Fi ^ dXi   i ^ dAi + ij Fi ^Aj
  1
2
Q jki 
i ^Aj ^Ak + 1
4!
GijklAi ^Aj ^Ak ^Al

: (4.36)
The equation of motion for Fi gives
dXi =   ij Aj ; (4.37)
which can be inverted due to the non-degeneracy of the Poisson bivector to get
Ai =   1ij dXj : (4.38)
Choosing local Darboux coordinates in which both Gijkl and  ij are constant, and adding
a suitable boundary term, one obtains the M2-brane sigma model
S@ [X] =
I
@4
1
2
 
gij   1ik gkl 1lj

dXi ^  dXj
+
I
@4
1
4!
Gpqrs 1ip 
 1
jq 
 1
kr 
 1
ls X
i dXj ^ dXk ^ dX l : (4.39)
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This is a non-trivial example of a Lie algebroid up to homotopy that generalizes to open
threebranes the Poisson R-ux model for the open membrane. In the present case, the
4-form ux is controlled by a 4-vector G that satises [;G]SN = 0.
We stress that this is not the analogue of the non-geometric R-ux in M-theory, as it
does not correspond to the lift of the nonassociative closed string R-ux deformation along
the M-theory circle. It is simply the analogue of the Poisson Courant algebroid [34, 36, 52]
at one level higher in the geometric staircase, and it is a geometric model. The analogue
of the non-geometric R-ux will be discussed below.
5 Threebrane sigma-models and M-theory uxes
We would now like to address the question posed in section 4.1, and relate the general
M-theory uxes and their Bianchi identities computed in section 3 to the threebrane sigma-
models presented in section 4.2. This question can now be stated in more precise terms as
follows: do the conditions (4.7a){(4.7e) generate all the uxes and Bianchi identities? We
will answer this question in the armative and thus enable ourselves to write down the
corresponding threebrane sigma-model.
The answer is that in the context of the threebrane sigma-model we should consider
the vector bundle E = E2 = TM  V2 T M . Although this choice seems very reasonable
in view of our previous discussion, one should appreciate that it is not the most natural
choice, which is perhaps the reason that it has not been considered before. This may be
explained by invoking the analogy with the Courant sigma-model. In that case, one has
two dierent worldvolume 1-forms, say qi and pi, taking values in dual bundles, say L and
L respectively. However, since they are of the same degree, they can be combined in a
single 1-form AI taking values in E1 = LL, so that L is a maximally isotropic subbundle
of E1 with respect to the symmetric contraction pairing. Then the natural choice would be
L = TM , which gives rise to the generalized tangent bundle. (The second choice L = T M
leads to the same bundle, as we already mentioned before.) On the contrary, in the present
case, the two elds taking values in dual bundles E and E are of dierent degree and they
cannot be combined. The most natural choice for E, the direct analogue of L = TM above,
would be either the tangent or cotangent bundle, the two choices being now inequivalent.
But this is exactly what we have already done in section 4.3. There we saw that this
can account for the G-ux and for the geometric torsion ux f ijk, but not for the rest of
the SL(5) uxes. We also saw that there is a consistent case with a 4-vector ux, which
however is not one of the SL(5) uxes.
Here our sole purpose is to nd under which conditions the general theory yields instead
the full set of SL(5) uxes and nothing more. In contrast to the case of Courant algebroids,
where the O(d; d)-structure is intrinsic, the structure group for a general Lie algebroid up
to homotopy is not naturally tailored for the U-duality group SL(5) in four dimensions.
Thus additional projections to SL(5) tensors are needed to make contact with the SL(5)
uxes. This is actually a strength of the present formalism, as there is some room for the
same expressions below to also give a subset of the uxes in higher dimensions for other
exceptional U-duality groups.
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As in the examples of section 4.3, based on E = TM and E = T M respectively, we
directly set SIJ = 0, since this pairing does not play any further role in the identications.
Once more, this assumption takes care of the conditions (4.7a) and (4.7b). As we now show,
this means that the relevant SL(5) uxes are determined by the structure constants of a
suitable Lie algebroid on E = E2, whose bracket is specied by these structure constants.
Considering the bundle E2 over a four-dimensional target space M means that its local
basis index I takes 10 values, split into sets of 4 and 6 as before, namely a lower (upper) I
becomes either a lower (upper) i or a set of upper (lower) [ij] indices, with i; j = 1; 2; 3; 4.
Based on this, we write the components of the anchor  as
(iI) = (
i
j ; 
ijk) ; (5.1)
and for our purposes here we further identify
ij = 
i
j and 
ijk =
1
2

ijk ; (5.2)
where we assume that ijk is a completely antisymmetric 3-vector, but not necessarily a
Nambu-Poisson tensor. Then the condition (4.7c) yields three dierent equations. For
both I; J being i; j the equation is
Tmij +
1
2

mkl Tklij = 0 ; (5.3)
which is precisely the expression (3.11b), provided we make the identications T kij = F
k
ij
and Tijkl = Gijkl. The latter identication is non-trivial, since Tijkl is not completely
antisymmetric a priori, but instead it is a reducible mixed-symmetry tensor of type (2; 2).
This means that in order to make contact with the G-ux, we consider only the irreducible
fully antisymmetric component to be non-vanishing. This is a legitimate assumption, as
long as the consistency conditions are satised, which is the case here. In a certain sense,
it corresponds to a projection to SL(5) representations.
Second, for I = i and J being (upper) [jk] (or vice-versa), the equation we obtain is
Ti
jkl =
1
2
@i

jkl   1
2

lmp Tmpi
jk : (5.4)
This instructs us to identify Ti
jkl = Qi
jkl and Tmpi
jk = eFmpijk. This looks like (3.11d),
provided that we manage to x eF properly with the remaining equations. Third, taking I
to be (upper) [ij] and J to be (upper) [kl], we obtain
Tmijkl +
1
2

mpq Tpq
ijkl =
1
4

nkl @n

mij   1
4

nij @n

mkl : (5.5)
This expression indicates the identications T ijklm = Rjk;lm;i and Tpq
ijkl = eQpqij;kl.
Whether or not it is identical to (3.11f) remains to be shown, provided we are able to
x eQ from what follows.
We now move on to the condition (4.7d), whose middle term is zero by assumption.
Taking I;K;L as single indices and J as a doubled index, we obtain directly the Bianchi
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identity (3.22a) with the same identications as above. This is then solved by taking eF
to be as in (3.11c), in which case indeed (5.4) becomes identical to (3.11d). Similarly,
from (4.7d) we also identify eQ as in (3.11e), and thus (5.5) is identical to (3.11f).
Finally, in the present context (4.7e) is redundant and we can take a vanishing twist
GIJKL = 0. By (4.11b), the vanishing locus of G denes an isotropic subbundle of E =
TMV2 T M . It is precisely on this isotropic subbundle that the Bianchi identities coming
from the higher Courant bracket in section 3.2 give the second condition (4.7d) coming from
gauge invariance of the threebrane action with our projection.
Thus we conclude that indeed the sought-for equations for the uxes and Bianchi
identities are the conditions (4.7a){(4.7e) under the above identications. This provides
a correspondence between the higher Courant bracket and this special case of the general
AKSZ threebrane sigma-model. Let us therefore use this correspondence to write down
the sigma-model explicitly. First, the 1-form A and the 2-form  have components
AI = (Ai; Aij) =: (q
i; pij) ; (5.6a)
I = (i; 
ij) =: (pi; q
ij) ; (5.6b)
involving 1-forms taking values in (the pullback bundles of) TM and
V2 T M , and 2-forms
taking values in T M and V2 TM respectively. It would therefore appear that we have
introduced an overabundance of worldvolume elds. However, our assumption that only
the fully antisymmetric component of the reducible tensor Tijkl survives and is identical
to the G-ux indicates that the 2-form qij is decomposable, namely qij = c qi ^ qj , where
we choose a convenient scaling factor c 2 R. What is more, the fact that we restrict the
target space dimension to be four, and that the uxes eF and eQ obey the relations (3.12)
and (3.13), dictates that qi ^ pij = 1~c pj , where ~c 2 R. Thus we are not dealing with
an arbitrary threebrane sigma-model of the type discussed in section 4, but rather with a
special case of it dictated by the relation to the M-theory uxes. In the quantum theory, this
would mean projecting the domain of the path integral to worldvolume eld congurations
constrained in this way.
Therefore, putting the above ingredients together, the sought-for threebrane sigma-
model reads explicitly as
S =
Z
4

Fi ^ dXi   ~c qi ^ pij ^ dqj   c qi ^ qj ^ dpij + Fi ^ qi + 1
2

ijk Fi ^ pjk
+

3 c+
~c
2

Fmjk q
i ^ qj ^ qk ^ pim + c
2
Gijkl q
i ^ qj ^ qk ^ ql
+
 
~c+ 2 c

Ql
ijk ql ^ qm ^ pmi ^ pjk + c
2
Rjk;lm;i qn ^ pni ^ pjk ^ plm

; (5.7)
up to boundary terms. This is indeed a sigma-model that contains all types of uxes G, F ,
Q and R. Due to the conditions we have imposed, it depends only on two rst order elds qi
and pij , which are both 1-forms on 4. One could think of them as the rst order variables
for spacetime coordinates Xi and their dual wrapping coordinates eXij , although a trulyeX-inclusive model requires extension of the base manifold M as in exceptional eld theory,
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which is not the case here. With our specic projections in the threebrane sigma-model,
it is straightforward if a bit lengthy to check that the projected threebrane action (5.7) is
invariant under the corresponding restriction of the gauge transformations (4.6a){(4.6d).
We now observe that the G-ux model may be obtained in an alternative way us-
ing (5.7). One simply takes 
 = 0, i.e. the anchor to be the projection to the tangent
bundle of M , and the only non-vanishing ux to be G. The eld equation for Fi leads to
qi =  dXi and the threebrane sigma-model reduces on-shell to
SG[X] =
I
@4
1
2
gij dX
i ^  dXj +
Z
4
1
4!
Gijkl dX
i ^ dXj ^ dXk ^ dX l ; (5.8)
where we consider the case that the threebrane has a non-empty closed M2-brane boundary
and, using ~c qi ^ pij = pj and c = 112 , we imposed the boundary condition
pi =   6 ~c gij  dXj on @4 : (5.9)
This is the same as the sigma-model with G-ux that we obtained in a dierent way in
section 4.3. Here the symmetric term corresponds to the upper-left entry of the generalized
metric (2.18) for C = 0.
Alternatively, one may consider the completely dual situation, where the anchor maps
to the tangent bundle only through the trivector 
, i.e. taking ij = 0. For simplicity, let
us suppose that 
 is a constant non-degenerate trivector, and that the only non-vanishing
(constant) ux is R. Then the eld equation for Fi is
dXi =  1
2

ijk pjk : (5.10)
This implies 
ijk dpjk = 0 for all i, and hence, by our assumption that 

ijk is non-
degenerate, that dpjk = 0. This means that locally we can dene functions eXij on
4 through
pij = d eXij : (5.11)
This is not meant to be a wrapping coordinate, however the notation is indicative of what
one would expect in the case of an extended base manifold. Then on-shell the threebrane
sigma-model reduces to
SR[ eX] = I
@4
1
2
gijkl d eXij ^  d eXkl + Z
4
1
4!
Rjk;lm;i qn ^ d eXni ^ d eXjk ^ d eXlm ; (5.12)
where, taking into account qij = 112 q
i ^ qj , we imposed the boundary condition
qij =
1
12 ~c
gijkl  d eXkl on @4 ; (5.13)
with
gijkl = gik gjl   gil gjk : (5.14)
This is indeed the metric naturally appearing in M2-brane duality rotations [53], and it
also corresponds to the lower-right entry of the generalized metric (2.18).
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An integrability problem in realizing the full SL(5) U-duality group in the worldvolume
theory for a closed M2-brane was identied in [54], based on previous work of [53]. It would
be interesting to see whether the simple constructions we presented here can be generalized
to include the M2-brane wrapping modes and shed some light on the problem of dening
a manifestly U-duality invariant sigma-model.
6 SL(5) exceptional eld theory uxes
Going one step further, we would now like to determine in a systematic way the uxes in
SL(5) exceptional eld theory, as rst discussed in [4]. In that case, the base manifold M is
extended to include coordinates conjugate to both the momentum and wrapping modes of
closed M2-branes. In the present case the extended space M is 10-dimensional with local
coordinates
xI = (xi; ~xij) : (6.1)
Explicitly, xI = xa
b =  xba are coordinates in the antisymmetric representation 10 of
SL(5) with a;b = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5. The spacetime coordinates are given by xi5 =  x5i = xi
with i = 1; 2; 3; 4 and the wrapping coordinates are given by dualization ~xij =
1
2 ijkl x
kl in
four dimensions. A eld in the antisymmetric representation of SL(5) is a section of the
generalized tangent bundle E2 = TM  V2 T M , so a local model for the extended space
may be taken to be the total space M = V2 T M of the bundle of 2-forms on M , with xi
local coordinates on the base M and ~xij =  ~xji local bre coordinates. Correspondingly,
dual derivatives are dened in addition to the standard ones,
@I = (@i; ~@
ij) : (6.2)
It is instructive at this point to recall that the local symmetries of exceptional eld
theory are generated by a generalized Lie derivative
LA
I = J @JA
I  AJ @JI + Y IJKLAK @JL ; (6.3)
where I is a gauge generator for generalized dieomorphisms and Y IJKL is an invariant
tensor of the U-duality group, here SL(5). It reads as
Y IJKL = 
aIJ aKL : (6.4)
The role of this tensor becomes evident when closure of the algebra of gauge transformations
is imposed. This happens when a section condition is satised, which reads as
Y IJKL @I 
 @J = 0 : (6.5)
This operator equation expresses the fact that when it acts on any eld or product of elds
the result should vanish. Restricting to elds satisfying this section condition, one nds
[L1 ;L2 ] = L[[1;2]] ; (6.6)
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where the bracket appearing on the right-hand side is dened as
[[1; 2]] =
1
2
(L12  L21) : (6.7)
This bracket is the SL(5) covariantization of the higher Courant bracket (2.7), in the same
way that the O(d; d) covariantization of the standard Courant bracket is the C-bracket
of double eld theory [55]. Indeed, when solving the section condition (6.5) by setting
the dual derivatives ~@ij to zero, the bracket of (6.7) becomes precisely the higher Courant
bracket (2.7), and moreover L  =    is given by the higher Dorfman bracket (2.6). This
is exactly how this bracket was originally constructed in [56] and used in [6] to relate the
geometric formulation of SL(5) exceptional eld theory to the embedding tensor formalism
of seven-dimensional gauged supergravity, where the embedding tensor is related to the
uxes and in turn to the structure constants of the algebra of generalized dieomorphisms.
For our purposes, we employ the procedure given in [57] for double eld theory uxes.
A representation of the algebra (3.9a){(3.9c) can be given by the Lie bracket of certain
vector elds which are sections of the tangent bundle TM of the extended manifold of
exceptional eld theory. We introduce two such elds in the holonomic basis, given by
Di = @i +
1
2
Cijk ~@
jk ; (6.8a)
~Djk =
1
2
~@jk +
1
2

jklDl ; (6.8b)
and calculate their Lie brackets. Here the components of the 3-form C = 16 Cijk dx
i^dxj ^
dxk and the 3-vector 
 = 16 

ijk @i ^ @j ^ @k can depend on both physical and wrapping
coordinates. The result is
[Di; Dj ] = Gijkl ~D
kl + Fij
mDm ; (6.9a)
[Di; ~D
jk] = eFilmjk ~Dlm +QijkmDm ; (6.9b)
[ ~Dij ; ~Dkl] = Rij;kl;nDn + eQmnij;kl ~Dmn ; (6.9c)
where we dened the exceptional eld theory uxes
Gijkl = 4 @[iCjkl] + 2Cmn[i ~@
mnCjkl] ; (6.10a)
Fij
m =  1
2
Gijkl

klm + ~@mkCijk ; (6.10b)
eFilmjk = 1
2
Gilmn

njk   1
2
~@jkCilm ; (6.10c)
Qi
jkm =
1
2

@i

jkm +
1
2
Ciln ~@
ln
jkm +
1
2

lnm ~@jkCiln
+
ljk ~@mnCiln   1
2

jknGinps

psm

; (6.10d)
eQmnij;kl = 1
4
 

ijpGpp0mn

p0kl +
klr ~@ijCrmn  
ijr ~@klCrmn

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  1
4
 
l[m @n]

ijk   k[m @n]
ijl   j[m @n]
ikl + i[m @n]
jkl

(6.10e)
  1
8
 
l[mCn]sp
~@sp
ijk   k[mCn]sp ~@sp
ijl
  j[mCn]sp ~@sp
ikl + i[mCn]sp ~@sp
jkl

;
Rij;kl;n =
1
2
@^i[j
kln]   1
2
@^j[i
kln]   1
2
@^k[l
ijn] +
1
2
@^l[k
ijn]   1
8

ijm
klp
rsnGmprs
+
1
4
Cmpr
 

mi[j ~@pr
kln]  
mj[i ~@pr
kln]  
mk[l ~@pr
ijn] +
ml[k ~@pr
ijn]
+
1
8
 

stn
ijr ~@kl  
stn
klr ~@ij + 2
ijt
klr ~@nsCrst ; (6.10f)
and @^ij = ~@ij + 
ijk @k. These expressions rely on the section condition, as also happens
in the case of double eld theory. As in the case of exceptional generalized geometry,
these expressions are valid for any d, in which case the dimension of the extended space is
d+ d (d 1)2 , however they simplify for the physically relevant case of d = 4, where eF and eQ
can be related to F and Q respectively.
To write these expressions in a non-holonomic frame, we introduce a vielbein ea = ea
i @i
whose components ea
i can depend on both physical and wrapping coordinates, together
with the dual vector elds ~eab = e[ai e
b]
j
~@ij . Then the uxes acquire additional terms and
in the four-dimensional case they read as
Gabcd = 4r[aCbcd] + 2Cef [a erefCbcd] ; (6.11a)
Fab
c = fab
c + Cde[a ~ 
de
b]
c   1
2

decGabde + ercdCdab ; (6.11b)
Qa
bcd =
1
2
@a

bcd   3
2
~  [bca
d] +
3
2

e[bc fae
d] +
1
4
Caef eref
bcd   3
4
Cefg ~ 
ef
a
[d
bc]g
+
1
2
~  dee
[c b]a +
1
4

def Cfgh ~ 
gh
e
[c b]a  
1
4

def fef
[c b]a
+
1
4

efd erbcCaef + 1
2

bce erdfCaef   1
4

e[bc
d]fg Gaefg ; (6.11c)
Rab;cd;e =
1
2
bra[b
cde]   1
2
brb[a
cde]   1
2
brc[d
abe] + 1
2
brd[c
abe]
+
1
4
Cfgh
 

fa[b ergh
cde]  
fb[a ergh
cde]  
fc[d ergh
abe] +
fd[c ergh
abe]
+
1
8
 

fge
abh ercd  
fge
cdh erab + 2
abg 
cdh erefChfg ; (6.11d)
where we dened the dual connection
~  abc
d = edk e
[a
i e
b]
j
~@ijekc ; (6.12)
and erabCcde = ~@abCcde   ~  abcf Cfde   ~  abdf Ccfe   ~  abef Ccdf ; (6.13a)brab = erab +
abcrc ; (6.13b)
are the dual covariant derivatives.
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Finally, let us compare our results with the SL(5) uxes described in [4, 10], where
a group theoretical derivation in terms of SL(5) representation theory was used. Based
on the embedding tensor formalism for gaugings of seven-dimensional maximal supergrav-
ity [58], the relevant representations of SL(5) are 15  40  10, and therefore the uxes
should exhaust these representations. This may be conrmed by using their branching
decompositions under the embedding SL(5)  SL(4) R+, which read as10
10

SL(4)
= 4 6 ; (6.14a)
15

SL(4)
= 10 4 1 ; (6.14b)
40

SL(4)
= 20 10 6 4 : (6.14c)
The available uxes that should be matched with these representations are the 4-form G-
ux Gabcd, the geometric torsion ux fab
c, the Q-ux Qa
bcd and the R-ux Ra;bcde. Clearly,
the only singlet in these decompositions corresponds to the 4-form G-ux. Moreover, the
R-ux, as a mixed-symmetry (1; 4) tensor, lives in one of the three 4 representations of
SL(4) | the one in the decomposition of 40. The torsion ux fab
c has 24 components and
lives in the representations 204, corresponding to its trace and traceless parts. The ux
Qa
bcd, antisymmetric in its upper three indices, has 16 components, corresponding to the
representations 10 6, again containing a trace and a traceless part. What remains is the
trace part of the dual torsion ux ~  abb
c, which contains a symmetric and an antisymmetric
part with a total of 16 components living in the representations 10  6. The last 4
representation corresponds to the determinant of the seven-dimensional metric, and this
exhausts all representations of SL(4) appearing above. Therefore, the geometric approach
based on the higher Courant bracket reproduces all the uxes obtained using the group
theoretical approach.
7 Conclusions and outlook
Motivated by the relation between T-duality and non-geometric uxes in closed string
theory, the properties of the Courant bracket in generalized geometry, and the gauge struc-
ture of AKSZ-type topological membrane sigma-models, in this paper we have investigated
whether such relations extend to the case of U-duality and uxes in M-theory, the higher
Courant bracket in exceptional generalized geometry, and AKSZ-type topological three-
brane sigma-models. We established that upon a certain projection to SL(5) tensors, the
local coordinate form of the axioms for a specic Lie algebroid up to homotopy based on the
extended bundle TM  V2 T M coincides with the general expressions for geometric and
non-geometric uxes in (7 + 4)-dimensional compactications of M-theory, together with
their Bianchi identities. The same expressions are also interpreted as the conditions for
gauge invariance and closure of gauge transformations for a topological threebrane sigma-
model, where the uxes appear as generalized Wess-Zumino terms. It would be interesting
to understand better the geometric features of the algebroid structure dened by our SL(5)
10We refrain from presenting the additional R+ charges here.
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projection of the Lie algebroid up to homotopy on TM  V2 T M . Given that the higher
Courant algebroid structure on this extended bundle has a well-known realization as an
L1-algebra, see for example [18, 19, 59], it is an interesting problem to see how our spe-
cic Lie algebroid up to homotopy ts into recent discussions of the L1-algebra structure
of gauge symmetries underlying the tensor hierarchy in exceptional eld theory, see for
instance [60{62].
This observation can serve as a rst step toward a new geometric understanding of
the worldvolume approach to M-theory. This requires extension of the analysis presented
here in several directions. In this paper we focused on the case of the exceptional group
SL(5), which is the (continuous) U-duality group for M-theory compactied on a four-
dimensional torus. Obviously, a more complete treatment would require studying the uxes
for lower (higher) number of external (internal) dimensions, where the U-duality group is
larger. A standard complication in that case is that M5-brane charges emerge, and the
extended bundles are larger and not of the type TM  Vp T M , while the corresponding
topological sigma-model that encodes the uxes as Wess-Zumino terms is expected to be
more complicated as U-duality now exchanges charged objects of dierent dimensionalities.
Some discussions of these issues can be found in [44, 61, 63].
Another open problem is to construct a threebrane sigma-model with an extended base
space, similarly to double eld theory where the coordinates are doubled, whose generalized
Wess-Zumino terms would accomodate the exceptional eld theory uxes, derived for the
U-duality group SL(5) in section 6. In the SL(5) case this would require a ten-dimensional
extended space, and even higher-dimensional for larger U-duality groups. Target space ex-
ceptional eld theories with manifest U-duality invariance were constructed in recent years
in [64{68], however the corresponding worldvolume problem remains open [54]. Applying
the strategy developed in [36] for the construction of T-duality invariant membrane sigma-
models could be helpful in that case, although its precise implementation is not straight-
forward. In addition, one should then deal with the section condition and understand its
geometric origin in the context of weaker algebroid structures, similar to the (pre-)DFT
algebroids dened in [36] and formulated in [69] in terms of an AKSZ-type construction.
Finally, another issue that we did not discuss in the present paper is the nonasso-
ciativity of the M2-brane phase space, which is deformed by the presence of the locally
non-geometric M-theory R-ux [7, 8]. This problem requires the extension of the base
manifold M and falls in the same line of discussion as previously. In other words, one
would have to include the wrapping coordinates of closed M2-branes in order to see how
nonassociativity manifests itself in the worldvolume approach. Similarly, it would be in-
teresting to nd a geometric interpretation for the fact that the phase space of M-theory,
when R-ux is turned on, is dimensionally reduced from eight to seven dimensions due to
the absence of momentum modes along the M-theory circle [7{10].
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